Bio of Jason Gregory Gregory Media Group, LLC, Founder & CEO

Creating Entertaining Experiences that Contribute to Sustainable Economic Growth for Local
Communities As a leader and creative innovator of events that help sustain economic growth
for many Central Florida communities, Jason Gregory is Founder and CEO of Gregory Media
Group, LLC.
Using all facets of marketing, communications, and brand management, Gregory is often
acknowledged for transforming vision and an eagerness for community enrichment into the
production of fun-filled, quality, family entertainment.
He is applauded by news media feature stories for establishing a strategic partnership with the
City of Oviedo to create a series of popular events, including the heralded I-4 Comedy Tour and
“Viva Oviedo!”
With more than two decades of experience working in the trenches and building strategic
business relationships with important stakeholders, Gregory is known for having a unique
business thumbprint for customizing sound solutions for prominent brands. His media group is
also known as a network of brand builders, content creators and marketing mavens connecting
ideas to the appropriate audiences.
Gregory and his team have worked with multi-million-dollar organizations such as: The National
Basketball Association, Reach Media, the Allstate Tom Joyner Family Reunion, and the Florida
Agricultural & Mechanical University College of Law. He advises business owners and
executives with advertising and brand building strategy that will yield a higher return on
investment.
Prior to becoming an entrepreneur, Gregory served eight years in the U.S. Army Reserves. With
expertise in sales & marketing, brand development, and project management, he is a wellrespected business man.
Gregory resides in the city of Oviedo, Florida, with his wife and two sons. He holds a Bachelor
of Science Degree in Communications from Virginia Commonwealth University and is currently
studying for a master’s Degree in Emerging Media-Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema, at the
University of Central Florida.
To learn more about how Gregory and his team can serve you, visit them online at
www.gregorymediagroup.com. He can be emailed directly at jason@gregorymediagroup.com.
Follow Gregory on Twitter @JayDGregory and Facebook @gregorymediagroup.

SHORT BIO:
Jason Gregory is Founder & CEO of Gregory Media Group, LLC, a full-service marketing,
advertising, and event management firm, based in Oviedo, Florida. His clients include
internationally known brands. He holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Communications from
Virginia Commonwealth University and is currently studying for a master’s Degree in Emerging
Media-Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema, at the University of Central Florida. To learn more about
Gregory Media Group, visit them online at www.gregorymediagroup.com Follow Gregory on
Twitter @JayDGregory and Facebook @gregorymediagroup.

